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How to Generate an Income, or Grow Your Account Balance - Trading as Little as 1 Hour DailyIs
the market beating you up? Do you feel like you're taking one step forward, 2 steps back with
your investment income? Would you like a proven, step-by-step strategy for generating
consistent trading profits?Trading is one of the few ways to realistically create your own "Rags to
Riches" Story. But it's not a get rich quick strategy that will get you there. The secret is to adopt a
laser beam focus on ONE specific strategy until you've mastered it.In "The 1 Hour Trade," you'll
get a detailed, step-by-step blueprint that works. Unlike other trading books giving you
investment theory, you'll be taught a successful strategy in its entirety, including the specific
scanning parameters for locating the trades, the exact analysis decisions you'll need to qualify
the trade, and the specific steps to take to execute the trade and come out with a profit.This
Book Is Not a "Black Box" Automated Trading SystemYou will need to use your brain, and work
hard practicing the analysis process in order to be successful.But if you follow the strategy, and
maintain discipline & patience, the setup taught in this book will make you a better, profitable
trader."The 1 Hour Trade" details a short term investment system for getting into stocks making
big price gains. The best part? It can be done in as little as an hour after the market opens each
morning.You'll learn how to:Scan in real time for stocks poised for huge intraday gainsAnalyze
chart history to identify whether a setup is likely to succeed or notIdentify areas that allow for
optimal exits in order to maximize profit"Listen" to what the price action and volume are saying
about what's likely to unfoldYou can be a successful trader! Follow this guide and you will learn a
proven system for generating profits in the market.

Everyone knows about the anticipation leading up to Warren Buffett's annual shareholder letters.
But for a certain Wall Street set, there are equally high expectations for the writings of Howard
Marks. -- Peter Lattman ― Wall Street JournalRegular recipients of Howard Marks's investment
memos eagerly await their arrival for the essential truths and unique insights they contain. Now
the wisdom and experience of this great investor are available to all. The Most Important Thing,
Marks's insightful investment philosophy and time-tested approach, is a must read for every
investor. -- Seth A. Klarman, president, The Baupost GroupWhen I see memos from Howard
Marks in my mail, they're the first thing I open and read. I always learn something, and that goes
double for his book. -- Warren Buffett, Chairman and CEO, Berkshire HathawayFew books on
investing match the high standards set by Howard Marks in The Most Important Thing. It is wise,
witty, and laced with historical perspective. If you seek to avoid the pitfalls of investing, you must
read this book! -- John C. Bogle, Founder and former CEO, The Vanguard GroupIf you take an
exceptional talent and have them obsess about value investing for several decades, including
deep thinking about its very essence with written analysis along the way, you may come up with



a book as useful to value investors as this one but don't count on it. -- Jeremy Grantham,
cofounder and chief investment strategist, Grantham Mayo Van OtterlooThe Most Important
Thing is destined to become an investment classic-it should easily earn its place on every
thinking investor's bookshelf. Howard Marks has distilled years of investment wisdom into a
short book that is lucid, entertaining, and ultimately profound. -- Joel Greenblatt, Columbia
Business School, founder and managing partner of Gotham CapitalA clear and expert resource
for all investors. ― Kirkus ReviewsVeteran value-investing manager Howard Marks draws on
pithy memos he wrote to clients over the years to dispense insightful advice on everything from
risk taking to the role of luck. ― Money MagazineThere is, quite simply, an incredible amount of
wisdom between the covers of his book and an investor is doing them a disservice if they don't
read, and re-read, this book. ― FocusInvestor.comThe book is written in a way that both
seasoned investors and novices should appreciate. -- Brenda Jubin ― Seeking AlphaIf Benjamin
Graham's and David Dodd's Securities Analysis was the essential, must have investment book
of the end of the 20th century, then Howard Marks's The Most Important Thing is a serious
contender for parallel status in the 21st century. -- Stephen E. Roulac ― New York Journal of
Books...many valuable insights into the psychological roots of investors' habitual errors. -- Martin
Fridson ― Barron'sAll investors should read it. -- Alex Dumortier ― The Motley Fool"The Most
Important Thing"... offers readers an overview of how to think when considering an investment
opportunity, which is quite valuable indeed, considering studies have shown most people tend to
make impulsive, indiscriminate investment decisions. ― Syracuse Post-Standard[A] must-read
book. -- David J. Waldron ― Seeking AlphaAbout the AuthorHoward Marks is chairman and
cofounder of Oaktree Capital Management, a Los Angeles-based investment firm with $80
billion under management. He holds a Bachelor's Degree in finance from the Wharton School
and an MBA in accounting and marketing from the University of Chicago.
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Ebook Library Reader, “A simple setup for day trading but not an extensive guide about trading,
however sometimes less is more. I consider that the simplicity of one hour trading is one of the
aspects more important on this book, I've been day trading now for about two years and I can
say that one serious flaw in all us traders is the lack of a plan with an edge, you keep jumping
from one thing to another with no systematic approach. With the years I have learned this and
sometimes less is more, and Brian uses this simple one hour approach in explaining a simple
method setup with some simple filters so you can straight up and stick to an advantageous
setup. There is no holy grail on trading, only discipline, methodology and some edge in the
markets so result may vary regarding your discipline and the opportunities on the market.But If
you control your risk and limit your trades (and most importantly know when to retire when your
daily/weekly stop is reached, -yes you need to set one-) I consider that this setup has the
potential of giving you good risk reward set up and converge to gains.And now what this book is
not, is not an extensive guide to learn technical analysis (Brian warns that he'll try to do a quick
intro and I think is ok), if you want a more integral book to learn the bread and butter of trading
and indicators, trends, supports, resistance, stop-loss concept, risk and money management, I
would consider something more like Dr. Elder's Trading for Living, Come into my Trading Book.
This book is more oriented for day traders that want to try one simple quick to execute trade
(less than an hour on average) and again less is more some times. Brian even hosts a free chat
room where he uses the scanner he talks about in his book to call the possible stocks that
present a good chance to breakout with a good Risk Reward setup everyday. If you are already a
trader and want to learn a new pattern fast and simple to execute for less price than a regular
lunch try it, I've been even motivated to research a bit on using the scanner on my trading
platform, and for me this was a plus that I can extend to other day trade strategies”

Deepak Jacobi, “Good book for a new and experienced traders. If you are new to trading, there
are technicalities to it that you will need to get familiar with. This book has the technical
information to get you started. If you are an experienced trader like me looking to learn to find
and execute your own trades and not follow others, this is the books that will help you learn
trading. There is much more to trading than there is in this book but those skills takes time in the
trenches to develop. This book will help you with the basic and important skills you need to get
started. The ones who posted bad reviews are probably not willing to grasp the technical
aspects and the realities of trading. The truth is trading takes effort and discipline and is not a
get rich fast scheme. I benefited from this book and I hope others give this book the chance it
deserves. The key to learning is to be humble and absorb what is being taught. Dig deeper than
what is in this book after you have read it and got an understanding for the strategies that are in
this book. This book will be a part of my trading reference materials that I will be referring to
frequently.”



nlenz, “Looks good. Looks good. As other reviewers said - I especially liked the explanations on
knowing what the volume is saying. It is well explained with clear charts, although there are quite
a few details to take notice of, like the placement of stops and stop limits. However, even if you
choose to ignore the exact details or use your own specific rules, the beginning chapters where
the general setup is explained are very useful and simple to follow. He also has a website where
he saves you all the trouble of analysis and lets you know in real time when and where to enter
and exit - with the price for the service being free, so you can test it and see for yourself how
profitable it is and whether it suits your method of trading.In the book he shows several
examples of trades which made multiples of 10%s in a one or two day move. And in the free
website service I saw a recent trade which he sent out in a chat window on his website, and
which went up over 10% within hours. The service will also include longer term trades and soon
swing trades according to an update post.”

Roger Rojas Jr, “Very good trading strategy for stocks under $15. Very easy strategy with
detailed Layouts for charts, scanner settings, entry and exit points along with some good
analysis and how to determine good or bad runners!”

ABCD, “Excellent. Good Strategy that really worksEasy to UnderstandLots of Live
ExamplesStraight to the Point.Thanks for making the Book Small and Sweet.”

SunnyJackson, “Worth a read, New ideas!. The book covers basic must know technical analysis
about candle charts, volume and support and resistance. It covers a strategy which I had never
tried before so good to learn something new.Since the book was free, nothing to loose.”

Giovanni, “Easy and fast reading. Easy to read. I like to know different points of view from
different authors.”

The book by Charlotte Cotton has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 502 people have provided feedback.
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